
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE BUSINESS PLAN

The Organization and Management section of your business plan summarizes the information about your business'
organizational structure, business members' .

In the early stages of a business, you may not even think about employing staff. Everything will depend on the
relationship between managers and, especially, on the appropriate use of IT to aid in internal communication.
The advantage of this type of structure is that it specializes in the needs of each customer group but can ignore
the needs of different customer types. This section is especially important if you have a partnership or a
multi-member limited liability company LLC. There are three functioning groups within the company:
Production, Sales and Marketing, and General and Administrative. By Steven D. Employees may be part of a
functional group i. Of course, you need to surround yourself with good people, but you have to set things up to
enable them to work well with each other and on their own. Operations IT In a limited company somebody
will be a director for each of these areas. Organizational structure example â€” Functional The functional
organizational structure derives from the line structure; the difference is that employees in an area need to
report to all the directors. Trouble was, each of these small companies had its own organizational structure and
editorial procedure. The Project Manager will oversee the work of three virtual assistants. If you don't have a
board of directors, you don't need this information. There is no intention of having a top-heavy organization
that drains profits and complicates decisions. While working at Emory, he was responsible for special event
planning and catering, particularly related to student centered events. Start by indicating your business
structure i. Management Summary In the opening of the section, you want to give a brief summary of your
management team, including: Composition and years experience i. By Randy Duermyer Updated June 22, The
Organization and Management section of your business plan summarizes the information about your business'
organizational structure, business members' duties and expertise, as well as their education or qualifications.
Some merchandising experience is a welcome addition. This section is important even for a single practitioner
or sole proprietorship, as it will introduce you and your qualifications to the readers of your plan. Mary
Jamison has been selected to fulfill the position of bookkeeper and office manager. Barton Fisher to perform
the duties of chief operating officer. For Dummies: The Podcast. The organisation of a partnership could work
similarly, but the titles are not directors. Chuck's domain will be the headquarters, the trailers, and the
drive-thrus--ensuring that minimum and maximum inventories are maintained. He received his apprenticeship
and cooking school certificate from the Sous l'Olivier Restaurant and the Ecole de Paris des Metiers de la
Table in , respectively. The advantage of a matrix organizational structure is that employees have
responsibility not only for their department but for organizational projects. This not only includes owners and
managers, but also your board of directors if you have one and support professionals. A customer centered
structure creates customized care for those patients. The advantage of this type of structure is that it organizes
products by category but can create completely separate processes from other product lines within the
organization. The role of each of these individuals will be discussed in subsequent sections of this plan. This
kind of structure may have members of different groups working together to develop a new product line.
Lenders and investors will be keenly interested in their previous successes, particularly in how they relate to
this current venture. Patton put himself through college working in a casual dining establishment in the
Virginia Highland neighborhood in the late s. Cristina Brito is currently working as a consultant on many
issues facing the establishment of The Watertower's start-up. Cristina Brito - Manager: Ms. This is important
so employees have a visual of how the organization functions and understands the chain-of-command. A large
company is also likely to need additional operational categories such as human resources and possibly
research and development. While technically, this part of the plan is about owner members, if you plan to
outsource work or hire a virtual assistant, you can include them as well. Also, knowledge of ergonomics and
health issues would be important. For larger companies, an organizational plan with well-thought-out
procedures is even more important. Name Position if there are positions Involvement with the company
Support Professionals Especially if you're seeking funding, let potential investors know you're on the ball with
a lawyer, accountant, and other professionals that are involved in your business. Services provided to your
business Relationship information i.


